SOLVING A NEW BI-OBJECTIVE MODEL FOR A CELL FORMATION PROBLEM CONSIDERING LABOR ALLOCATION BY MULTI-OBJECTIVE PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
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Abstract Mathematical programming and artificial intelligence (AI) methods are known as the most effective and applicable procedures to form manufacturing cells in designing a cellular manufacturing system (CMS). In this paper, a bi-objective programming model is presented to consider the cell formation problem that is solved by multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) algorithm. The model contains two conflicting objectives, namely optimal labor allocation and maximization of cell utilization. In order to verify its effectiveness of the MOPSO algorithm, the results are compared with those obtained from a well-known evolutionary procedure, called NSGA-II.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Group Technology (GT) is a managerial philosophy that attempts to divide products into independent groups according to their design and process similarities. A cellular manufacturing system (CMS) is the most important application of GT in industrial environments that joins the efficiency of a flow shop system with the flexibility of job shop. Because of this reason it is known as one of the best alternatives to be employed in companies with high amount of demand and design's changes.

The formation of manufacturing cells is the most critical step in designing a CMS based on the given problem, in which some different parameters can
be considered in this phase. Joins, et al. [1] proposed a comprehensive classification of methods for a cell formation problem (CFP). These are as follows: 1) array-based, 2) hierarchical, 3) non-hierarchical, 4) heuristic, 5) graph partitioning, 6) artificial intelligence, and 7) mathematical programming methods. Selim, et al. [2] presented another classification in this area that summarizes the first four mentioned methods into one category, called “clustering analysis”. This classification also contains one added branch, called “descriptive methods”. It is necessary to explain that some different factors can be considered in the cell formation phase, such as the number of exceptional elements (EEs), cell loading unbalances, cell constructing costs, cell utilization, labor related issues, and the like. Thus it is so clear that the effectiveness of the designed CMS directly depends on considered factors.

In the last three decades, a numerous number of studies have been implemented to develop new and more effective methods to forming manufacturing cells in CMS. Considering the proposed procedures it is obviously proved that the artificial intelligence and mathematical programming methods are much more efficient and applicable than others.

Onwunbolu and Mutingi [3] proposed two independent mathematical models for the CFP that contain minimization of cell loading unbalances and number of exceptional elements, respectively. They employed a genetic algorithm (GA) to solve their models. Gungor and Arikany [4] presented a mathematical model based on fuzzy parametric programming procedure in order to identify part families and group machines to manufacturing cells where parameters such as EE elimination costs, part demands and machine capacities were fuzzy. Rogers and Kulkarni [5], developed a mathematical model based on fuzzy parametric programming which considered machine capacities, part demands and removing cost of exceptional elements (EEs) as fuzzy parameters. Peker and Kara [6] also applied ART neural network to solve the CFP. Some other researches in this area are available in [7-12].

By reviewing the studies in designing a CMS published in the recent decades, it can be found out that the most of researchers in this area, have focused on technical aspects and only a few

...
numbers of studies have been carried out to consider the related labor issues. Cesani and Steudel [22] presented a vast study of labor flexibility in cellular manufacturing systems characterized by intra-cell operator’s mobility. They proposed a classification scheme to evaluate labor assignment and a framework for comparing its strategies. Suresh and Slomp [23] presented a hierarchical procedure to design a CMS considering labor assignment. Suer [24] developed a three-phase methodology to design manufacturing cells in labor intensive industries where the number of operators is more than the number of machines. Bidanda, et al. [25] implemented a comprehensive review of human related issues in CMS and classified them into eight groups based on the evaluation of a diverse range of published articles.

According to above mentioned description, only a few numbers of researchers have been developed multi-objective models to design a CMS considering human resource requirements. Slomp, et al. [26] developed a goal programming approach to design virtual manufacturing cells under the dynamic conditions considering labor allocation. Furthermore, Slomp, et al. [27] also analyzed the importance of human cross tanning in the CMS. Suer, et al. [28] analyzed applying of different fuzzy operators by developing a fuzzy bi-objective model in a labor-intensive cellular environment. Satoglu and Suresh [29] applied a goal programming approach to design a hybrid cellular manufacturing system (HCM) considering human resource requirements. Their proposed procedure contained three phases, namely Pareto analysis of demand volumes, machine grouping, and labor allocation.

In this paper, we present a bi-objective model with two conflicting objectives in order to form manufacturing cells in a CMS. The proposed model optimizes the assignment of labors into cells and maximizes cell utilization simultaneously. Since the proposed model is a NP-Hard problem, a multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) algorithm is designed to solve it. Results show that the proposed MOPSO is more robust and effective than the well known NSGAII.

2. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

For most of real world problems, very often that is hard to define all the aspects of a given problem in terms of a single objective. Using a multi-objective form of modeling is much better idea where the considering criteria are in conflict with each other [30].

2.1. Basic Concepts

A general form of a multi-objective problem (MOP) can be formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Min/Max} & \quad \tilde{F}(\tilde{x}) = [f_1(\tilde{x}), f_2(\tilde{x}), \ldots, f_k(\tilde{x})] \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad g_i(\tilde{x}) \geq 0 \quad i=1, \ldots, m \\
& \quad h_j(\tilde{x}) = 0 \quad j=1, \ldots, p
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \tilde{x} = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n]^{T} \) is the vector of decision variables, \( f_i: \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}; \quad i=1,2, \ldots, k \) are the objective functions and \( g_i, h_j: \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}; \quad i=1,2,\ldots,m, \quad j=1,2,\ldots,p, \) are the constraint functions of the considered problem.

A few definitions are introduced to describe the basic principles in multi-objective formulation.

Definition 1 (Dominance concept): for a given MOP, vector \( \tilde{x} = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n]^{T} \) dominates vector \( \tilde{x}' = [x'_1, x'_2, \ldots, x'_n]^{T} \) when always \( f_i(\tilde{x}) < f_i(\tilde{x}') \) for \( i=1,2, \ldots, k \).

Definition 2 (Pareto optimality): vector \( \tilde{x}^* \in X \) is called Pareto optimal if and only if there is no vector \( \tilde{x}' \in X \) which dominates \( \tilde{x}^* \). It means:

\[ \forall x \in X \quad \exists \quad \tilde{x}^* \in X \quad ; \quad \tilde{F}(\tilde{x}^*) < \tilde{F}(\tilde{x}) \]

Definition 3 (Pareto optimal set): The Pareto Optimal Set \( P^* \) is defined by:

\[ P^* = \{ \tilde{x} \in X \quad \exists \quad \tilde{x}' \in X \quad ; \quad \tilde{F}(\tilde{x}') \leq \tilde{F}(\tilde{x}) \} \]

Definition 4 (Pareto optimal set): The Pareto Front \( PF^* \) is defined by:

\[ PF^* = \{ \tilde{u} = \tilde{F}(\tilde{x}) \quad \tilde{x} \in P^* \} \]

2.2. Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) Classical
methods of solving MOPs (e.g., the weighted sum of objective functions, goal programming, lexicographic procedure and the like) use a point-by-point approach, in which one solution at each iteration is modified to a different solution. Thus the outcome of using a classical optimization method is a single optimized solution [30]. While evolutionary algorithms (EAs) use a population of solutions at each iteration, instead of a single one. In other words, the use of EAs to solve problems of this nature has been motivated mainly because of the population-based nature of EAs that allows the generation of several elements of the Pareto optimal set in a single run [31].

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the proposed bi-objective model that contains two independent goals conflicting with each other. First objective was first presented by Satoglu and Suresh [29] to minimize labor related costs as well as over assignment of them into cells. The second one tries to form manufacturing cells via maximizing the cell utilization value. Tables 1 and 2 show the input parameters and decision variables, respectively.

3.1. Assumptions A number of assumptions of the proposed model are presented as follows:

1. The demand of all products is constant (i.e., the problem is considered under the static conditions).
2. Part families and machine groups are determined simultaneously.
3. Machine capacity is not considered.
4. Machine duplication is not allowed.
5. All machines are available during the planning horizon.
6. Work sharing is not allowed for any workers.

3.2. Indices

\[ i \] \quad \text{index of parts; } i=1,2,\ldots,N
\[ j \] \quad \text{index of machines; } j=1,2,\ldots,M
\[ k \] \quad \text{index of cells; } k=1,2,\ldots,C
\[ l \] \quad \text{index of labors; } l=1,2,\ldots,L

3.3. Input Parameters

\[ P_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if worker } l \text{ is capable to work on machine } j \\ \text{or will be capable to be cross-trained} & \text{at the cost of } \varphi_{ij} \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ \varphi_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{Cost of cross-training worker } l \\ 0 & \text{to work on machine } j \\ \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ H_l, F_l = \text{Hiring, firing cost for worker } l \]

\[ a_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if part } i \text{ is processed by machine } j \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ LB_m, UB_m = \text{Upper bound and lower bound of the machines number in each opened cell.} \]

\[ LB_l, UB_l = \text{Upper bound and lower bound of the labor’s number in each opened cell.} \]

\[ UB_{Machine} = \text{Maximum number of machines that an operator can be served.} \]

\[ C_{max} = \text{Maximum number of cells allowed to be opened.} \]

\[ \Omega = \text{A large constant scalar.} \]

3.4. Decision Variables

\[ h_l = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if worker } l \text{ is employed} \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ Z_{lk} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if worker } l \text{ is assigned to cell } k \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ x_{ik} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if part } i \text{ is assigned to cell } k \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ y_{jk} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if machine } j \text{ is assigned to cell } k \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ \delta_k = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if cell } k \text{ is constructed} \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ P_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if the capability is } P_{ij} \text{ utilized (at cost } \varphi_{ij}) \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \]
\( D_l \) = Deviation variable showing that the number of cells worker \( L \) is assigned over the target. By using the introduced symbols and parameters, the proposed mathematical bi-objective model is formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Min} & \quad w_1 \left[ \sum_{l} D_l \right] + w_2 \left[ \sum_{l} H_l h_l + F_l (1 - h_l) \right] + \\
& \quad w_3 \left[ \sum_{l} H_l h_l \right] \\
\text{Max} & \quad \sum_{i} \sum_{j} \sum_{k} p_{lj} p_{kj} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{k} Z_{ik} = h_l (1 + D_l) \quad \forall l \\
& \quad \sum_{j} p_{lj} \leq h_l \Omega \quad \forall l \\
& \quad p_{lj} \leq P_{lj} \quad \forall l, j \\
& \quad Z_{ik} \leq \sum_{j} p_{lj} y_{jk} \quad \forall l, k \\
& \quad \sum_{j} p_{lj} = 1 \quad \forall l \\
& \quad \sum_{j} p_{lj} \leq UB_{LMachine} \quad \forall l \\
& \quad LB_{L} \leq \sum_{j} h_l \leq UB_{L} \\
& \quad \sum_{k} x_{ik} = 1 \quad \forall i \\
& \quad \sum_{k} y_{jk} = 1 \quad \forall j \\
& \quad x_{ik} \leq \delta_k \quad \forall i, k \\
& \quad \delta_k LB_{M} \leq \sum_{j} h_l \leq \delta_k UB_{M} \quad \forall k \\
& \quad \sum_{k} \delta_k \leq C_{\text{Max}} \\
& \quad p_{lj}, h_l, Z_{ik}, x_{ik}, y_{jk}, \delta_k \in \{0, 1\}; \\
& \quad D_l = \{0, \ldots, C_{\text{Max}} - 1\}
\end{align*}
\]

The first objective function of the proposed bi-objective model consists of three conflicting terms with weights of \( w_1 \) through \( w_3 \) as their determined preferences by the decision maker. The first term attempts to minimize over assignments of labors through manufacturing cells, where \( D_l \) is the positive deviation variable for this goal and also is related to Constraint 3. The second one tries to minimize the total hiring and firing costs based on \( h_l \) that mainly is a binary integer variable. Finally, the last one minimizes the total cross-training cost of all employed labors based on \( p_{lj} \) variables and the corresponding cross-training costs of \( \phi_{lj} \).

The first nine constraints of the model are related to the labor assignment objective and the others are defined for the cell formation phase. Constraint (3) controls over assignments of employed workers and includes deviation variable of \( D_l \). Constraints (4) ensure that the unemployed labors should not be assigned to any machines. Constraint (5) ensures that no labor must be assigned to cells which have not opened. Constraint (6) ensures that capabilities made available (\( P_{lj} \)) are limited to the potential capabilities (\( P_{lj} \)). Constraint (7) guarantees that an employed labor can be assigned to the specific manufacturing cell when the labor is allocated to at least one machine of that special cell. Constraint (8) determines that each machine can be serviced by only one labor. According to the limited human capacity, employed labors is not able to service more than \( UB_{LMachine} \) machines as considered in Constraint (9). Constraint (10) says that the number of employed operators in the whole system must not exceed the desired interval. Constraints (11) and (12) determine that each part and machine must be allocated to only one cell, respectively. Constraint (13) guarantees that if a manufacturing cell has not opened, no part must be assigned to it. Constraint (14) controls the upper and lower bounds of the number of assigned machines in each opened cell. Finally according to Constraint (15), it is not allowed to open more than the predefined number of cells, called \( C_{\text{max}} \).

4. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based algorithm that was first presented by Kenedy and Eberhart [32] by analyzing the natural behavior of birds or fish to find food into the flocks or schools. Originally, since this is a kind of swarm
intelligence techniques, each feasible solution is supposed as a particle. Each particle has a specific position and velocity and moves (flies) through the search space according to its best last experimented position and the best known position of the other members. This is similar to behavior of people in making decisions where they consider their own best past experience and the best experience of how the other people around them have performed [33].

4.1. Main Computations  Main equations of PSO are formulated as follows:

\[ \ddot{x}_i(t) = \ddot{x}_i(t-1) + \ddot{u}_i \]  
\[ \ddot{u}_i(t) = W \ddot{u}_i(t-1) + c_1 r_1 (\ddot{x}_{pbest,i} - \ddot{x}_i(t)) + 
\]  
\[ c_2 r_2 (\ddot{x}_{leader} - \ddot{x}_i(t)) \]  

Equation 18 calculates the position of each particles at time \( t \) of algorithm's running, where \( \ddot{x}_i \) and \( \ddot{u}_i \) represent the position and velocity of particle \( i \), respectively. The parameter is determined by Equation 19 where \( W \) is the inertia weight for controlling particle's velocity through the search space during the run and guiding the swarm into the more appropriate areas. \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) reflex the preference of particles to move following the swarm's leader or their best experienced position in the past. That is noticeable based on the kind of search, global or local (using different neighborhood's topologies) \( \ddot{x}_{leader} \) called \( \ddot{x}_{pbest} \) or \( \ddot{x}_{gbest} \), respectively.

Whereas the PSO firstly had been developed for continuous problems, its discrete binary version also was presented in order to make it more efficient and applicable for real world problems [34].

Figure 1 shows a general procedure of PSO. At first step, a primarily swarm is initialized as same as generating a random population in general EA procedures. Then, the best particle is selected as leader of the swarm according to the position (fitness value) of all particles. In the next step, the position and velocity of each particle are updated via the mentioned equations in order to fly the swarm through the search space. Searching procedure is continued until the termination criterion (e.g., specific number of iterations) is met.

4.2. Multi-Objective PSO  To extend single objective algorithms to the multi-objective form, the main procedure of solving has to be modified. Coello Coello [35] first presented the approach of solving MOPs with the PSO algorithm that uses an external archive of particles that is later used by

\[ \text{Being} \]
Initialize random swarm
Locate leader
\( g = 0 \)
While \( g < g_{max} \)
For each particle
Update Position (Flight)
Evaluation
Update \( p_{best} \)
End For
Update leader
\( g++ \)
End While

\[ \text{End} \]

\[ \text{Figure 1}. \text{ Pseudo code of PSO algorithm.} \]
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other particles to guide their own flight. Following, the main issues of extending PSO to its multi-objective form, called MOPSO, are reviewed [36]. How are the non-dominated particles selected from the swarm to be used as the leader of other particles?

1. How to retain the components of external archive (non-dominated solutions) found during the search process in order to report solutions that are non-dominated with respect to all the past populations (not only in compare of the current one)?
2. How to avoid premature convergence via maintaining diversity in the swarm?

Figure 2 demonstrates the general procedure of MOPSO that mainly is constructed based on PSO. The differences have marked by italic font. In this algorithm after initializing the first swarm, a set of non-dominated particles is chosen and stored in a repository called external archive. That is because in the MOPSO solving procedure, each particle may have a set of different leaders that means each component of the external archive is known as a candidate of being leader of other particles. The archive is updated during the run and in anticipation its members adapted in the last iteration, are usually reported as the output of the algorithm.

Various methods and criteria have been evaluated and proposed for the selection of the leader in MOPSO. In the following, some main methods are discussed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pro. No.</th>
<th>Problem Definition</th>
<th>MOPSO</th>
<th>Quality Measure %</th>
<th>Preferred Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Part</td>
<td>Machine</td>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>$c_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1.** Comparison of the Proposed MOPSO with NSGAII in Terms of the Quality Measure.
introduced for selecting leaders and controlling the size of external archive in evolutionary multi-objective methods and specially MOPSO algorithm [36,37]. Since the proposed approach of Coello Coello [37] generally covers all of the above-mentioned issues, we use this approach to code the MOPSO algorithm in order to solve the proposed bi-objective model.

5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

A desired number of test problems are designed in order to solve the presented bi-objective model. To emphasize the effectiveness of our proposed MOPSO with respect to NSGA II, three criteria are used to compare these algorithms as follows: 1) quality measure, 2) spacing measure, and 3) diversity measure that are introduced by Coello Coello and Lamont [38]. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the computational results obviously confirm that our proposed MOPSO are more confident and effective than NSGAI considering quality and spacing criteria.

Two approaches have been considered in the proposed MOPSO. In the first one (i.e., $C_1=C_2$) [39], transporting of particles based on their best last positions has the same preferences with regards to the best position in the whole swarm. While in the second approach (i.e., $C_1=1.25$ and $C_2=2.5$), particles tend to move following leaders than own best experiences.

Considering the quality measure shown in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pro. No.</th>
<th>Problem Definition</th>
<th>MOPSO</th>
<th>Spacing Measure</th>
<th>Preferred Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Part</td>
<td>Machine</td>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.49618</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1, it is clear that in most of test problems, the second approach gives better results with respect to the first one. The sign "*" in this table shows the better approach in problems that both are won NSGAII. Figure 3 also demonstrates the conflict of two independent objective functions of the presented model that generally proves considering of the cell formation problem in a multi-objective form. Red marked solutions are the members of the Pareto optimal set as the desired output of the algorithm.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a bi-objective model for forming manufacturing cells which is the first and most important step of designing cellular manufacturing system. The model contains two conflicting objectives that try to optimize labor assignment and maximize cell utilization respectively. Population based nature of swarm intelligence methods, make them more robust and efficient than classical methods like goal programming. As a result, a multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) was applied to solve the proposed model. Computational results of recommended solving procedure are compared with the results obtained by a well-known evolutionary procedure called NSGA-II, in order to verify its effectiveness.
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